
Announcements

You can pick up your referee reports at the end of class

Your score is on the last page of the report

The top number is your score on the summary out of 10
points

The number below that is your score on the critiques,
also out of 10 points

Below those two is your total out of 20 and any late
submission deductions
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Announcements

Remember that the second referee report is due at 5pm
on March 29th

The article for the second report is “Intergenerational
Occupational Mobility in Great Britain and the United
States since 1850” by Long and Ferrie

The empirical project is due at 5pm on April 14th

We’ll talk some basic details today but go into more
depth on Friday so that we can spend more of today’s
class reviewing for the midterm
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Announcements

The midterm covers everything up to and including the
February 20th lecture

The readings covered are: Clark (2008, Chapter 3),
Steckel (2008), Bouquet-Appel (2011), Mokyr (2008),
De Vries (1994)

You can bring any printouts or notes

No electronic devices can be used during the exam

Remaining office hours: today 11am-noon and
1pm-3pm, tomorrow 1pm-4pm

Now let’s take a look at last semester’s midterm
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How costly are bad institutions?

Data and research 303

Comparing governance and per capita income worldwide

Note
The two panels plot measures of the control of corruption and the rule of law in 2000–01 (horizontal axes) against real
per capita GDP in 1995 (vertical axis). The horizontal bars for selected countries indicate the statistically likely range of
values for each index for those countries. The governance ratings are based on subjective assessments from a variety
of sources, are subject to substantial margins of error and in no way reflect the official view of the World Bank, its
executive directors or the countries they represent.
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How costly are bad institutions?

Foreign direct investment in Zimbabwe, 1970-2009
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Institutions and the Direction of Innovation

D. Constructing a Synthetic Switzerland with
Patent Laws

Another way to address the possibility that
pre-existing factors influence the adoption of
patent laws is to construct a synthetic country
without patent laws from data for countries
with patent laws that match the characteristics
of patentless countries as closely as possible.
Following Alberto Abadie and Javier Gardea-
zabal (2003), I use a Mahalanobis matching
estimator to construct this synthetic coun-
try.16 Abadie and Gardeazabal create a syn-
thetic Basque region (without terrorism) from
the characteristics of other Spanish regions to
evaluate the effects of terrorism on GDP
growth over time; I create a synthetic “Swit-
zerland” with patent laws from the character-

istics of other European countries as an addi-
tional check for the effects of patent laws
on the distribution of innovations across
industries.

The synthetic country is created by match-
ing the characteristics of the real Switzerland
and Denmark as closely as possible through a
weighted average of the characteristics of
other European countries with similar charac-
teristics, but with patent laws. Let J be the
number of available control countries with
patent laws and let W be a ( J � 1) vector of
nonnegative weights (w1, w, ... wJ)� that sum
to one. The scalar wj represents the weight
that country j is given in constructing the
synthetic Switzerland. Let X1 be a (K � 2)
vector of population, GDP per person, and
education in Switzerland and Denmark as re-
ported in Table 3, and let X0 be a (K � J)
matrix of the values for these same variables
in the set of possible control countries. Let the
(K � K) matrix V be the inverse sample
variance covariance matrix of the matching
variables. This is the weighing matrix of the
Mahalanobis matching estimator (Rubin,
1977; Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). The vec-
tor of weights W* is chosen to minimize
(X1 � WX0)�V(X1 � WX0). Each country is

16 Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) construct a weigh-
ing matrix to mimic the growth path of GDP in the
Basque country. Similarly, Yi Qian (2004) uses the Ma-
halanobis estimator to examine the effects of a country’s
pharmaceutical patent policy on R&D expenditure in
pharmaceuticals and on U.S. patents granted to residents
of that country. See Abadie and Guido Imbens (2002)
for a comprehensive discussion of the Mahalanobis
estimator.

FIGURE 3. DUTCH INNOVATIONS ACROSS INDUSTRIES BEFORE AND AFTER THE ABOLITION OF

PATENT LAWS IN 1869

Note: Calculated from entries in Official Catalogue (1851) and United States Centennial
Commission (1876).

1230 THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW SEPTEMBER 2005
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Criticisms of the Institutional Explanation

If institutional change is driven by people wanting to
improve economic efficiency, institutions themselves
aren’t that interesting. People will change them when
they need changing.

People find ways around institutions: consider bans on
interest rates (or on scalping).

North and Thomas story may help explain ’why Europe’
but not necessarily ’why not China, Japan, India, etc.’
(more on this later)

It’s not as clearcut as one might think that the
innovations of the Industrial Revolution happened
because institutions directed a large part of the returns
to the individual.
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Private Returns to Innovation During the Industrial
Revolution

Inventor Invention Result

John Kay flying shuttle
Impoverished by litigation to enforce patent, 
house attacked by machine breakers, fled to 
France and died in poverty

James Hargreaves spinning jenny Difficulty enforcing patent, forced to flee by 
machine breakers

Richard Arkwright water frame Died wealthy but had trouble enforcing (and 
keeping) patents

Samuel Crompton mule Did not patent invention, did receive an award 
from parliament but never saw big success

Edmund Cartwright power loom Mill repossessed by creditors, factory burned by 
machine breakers

Eli Whitney cotton gin Costly litigation to enforce patent, near 
bankruptcy

Richard Roberts self-acting mule In financial trouble by end of career

Gains from Innovation During the Industrial Revolution
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Experimental Evidence

There are some big questions about institutions as an
explanation

It could be that societies that develop good institutions
develop them because of other traits

These other traits may be the truly important causes of
economic growth

In other words, if institutions are endogenous, they
aren’t a complete story

If we were in the hard sciences, we would set up an
experiment: take two Petri dishes with cloned
economies in them and put a few drops of good
institutions in one and bad institutions in the other
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Experimental Evidence

We don’t have the luxury of Petri dishes

What we can try to use is a natural experiment

From the New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics:

Natural experiments or quasi-natural experiments
in economics are serendipitous situations in which
persons are assigned randomly to a treatment (or
multiple treatments) and a control group, and
outcomes are analysed for the purposes of putting
a hypothesis to a severe test; they are also
serendipitous situations where assignment to
treatment approximates randomized design or a
well-controlled experiment.
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Experimental Evidence

We don’t have the luxury of Petri dishes

What we can try to use is a natural experiment

A slightly different definition:

Natural experiments are cases where there is
variation in the explanatory variable of interest
driven by some random process unrelated to either
the dependent variable or important unobserved
variables, effectively giving us the equivalent of a
randomized trial.
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Natural Experiments

For example, suppose we want to know how military
service affects income later in life

The problem is that military service is correlated with
lots of other things affecting income

It could be that people go into the military because
they can’t get into college

It could be that people go into the military because
they want to go to college on the GI Bill

Differences in earnings for vets and non-vets may be
about these underlying differences in enlistees and
non-enlistees, not about the effects of military service
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Natural Experiments
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Natural Experiments
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Natural Experiments
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Natural Experiments

Another example, how does having an additional child
affect labor force participation?

The group of women choosing small families may have
different preferences and unobserved characteristics
than women choosing large families

The difference in labor force participation between these
groups may be about preferences for work, family, etc.
and not the actual effect of additional children

So how do we get random variation in family size?

Is there a draft where if your number is called, you have
to have a new kid?
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Natural Experiments

Iwatake family, Hawaii, 1930s
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Natural Experiments

Sex of first two children
Fraction of 

sample

Fraction who 
had another 

child
Boy, girl 0.497 0.331
Two girls 0.239 0.408
Two boys 0.264 0.396
Boy, girl 0.497 0.331
Both same sex 0.503 0.401
Difference 0.07

Child gender and family size (Angrist and Evans, 1998)
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Natural Experiments

VOL. 88 NO. 3 ANGRIST AND EVANS: CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS' LABOR SUPPLY 

TABLE7--OLS OF LABOR-SUPPLY USING1980 CE~ISUSAND 2SLS ESTIMATES MODELS DATA 

All women Married women --Husbands of married women 

(I)  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Estimation method OLS 2SLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS OLS 2SLS 2SLS 

Instrument for More than - Same sex Two boys, - Same sex Two boys, -- Same sex Two boys, 
2 children Two girls Two girls Two girls 

Dependent variable: 

Worked for pay -0.176 -0.120 -0.113 -0.167 -0.120 -0.113 -0.008 0.004 0.001 
(0.002) (0.025) (0.025) (0.002) (0.028) (0.028) (0.001) (0.009) (0.008) 

[0.013] [0.013] [0.0131 

Weeks worked -8.97 -5.66 -5.37 -8.05 -5.40 -5.16 -0.82 0.59 0.45 
(0.07) (1.1 I) (1.10) (0.09) (1.20) (1.20) (0.04) (0.60) (0.59) 

[O.O171 [0.07 1 I [0.030] 

Labor income -3768.2 -1960.5 -1870.4 -3165.7 -1344.8 -1321.2 -1505.5 -1248.1 -1382.3 
(35.4) (541.5) (538.5) (42.0) (569.2) (565.9) (103.5) (1397.8) (1388.9) 

[O.1261 [0.703] (0.549) 

In(Fami1y income) -0.126 -0.038 -0.045 -0.132 -0.051 -0.053 -- - -
(0.004) (0.064) (0.064) (0.004) (0.056) (0.056) 

[0.319] [0.743] 

In(Non-wife income) - - - -0.053 0.023 0.016 -- - -
(0.005) (0.066) (0.066) 

[0.297] 

Notes: The table reports estimates of the coefficient on the More than 2 children variable in equations (4) and (6) in the text. Other covariates 
in the models are Age, Age at jirst birth, plus indicators for Boy Ist, Boy Znd, Black, Hispanic, and Other race. The variable Boy 2nd is 
excluded from equation (6). The p-value for the test of overidentifying restrictions associated with equation (6) is shown in brackets. 
Standard errors are reported in parentheses. 

quadratic terms in the wife's education, 5 percent of the corresponding estimates 
quadratic terms in wife's age, age at first from Table 7. 
birth, linear and quadratic terms in hus- A referee and others who read earlier ver- 
band's age, husband's age at first birth and sions of this paper expressed concern about 
education, linear and quadratic terms in hus- whether the results are likely to be represen- 
band's labor income, and a full set of state tative of the impact of childbearing in gen- 
dummy variables.'' In these models, the eral since the sample is restricted to women 
2SLS estimates (standard errors) of the with two or more children and to women in 
More than 2 children coefficient have the a relatively young age-group. Est~mates of 
following values: Worked for pay, -0.122 the effect of going from two to more than 
(0.027 ) ; Weeks worked, -5.45 ( 1.18 ) ; two children do not nece:ssarily generalize. 
Hours/week, -5.04 (0.99); Labor income, On the other hand, we believe these results 
-1,390 (555). All of these values are within are likely to be of general interest because a 

significant fraction of the change in fertility 
between 1970 and 1990 was due to reduc- 

''Two of these covariates, years of education and hus- 
tions in the number of women having more 
than two children. As noted in Section I, this

band's earnings, are potentially endogenous because they 
may be partly determined by fertility. For this reason, they fact is apparent in Census data on completed 
were excluded from the main set of estimates. family size. 
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Natural Experiments and Institutions

With this notion of natural experiments, let’s rethink
the possibility of our Petri dishes and dropper full of
institutions

Perhaps there is a source of exogenous variation in
institutions, some variation that is completely
independent of the relevant characteristics of the
society in question

The two Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson papers on
the reading list explore this possibility

African countries will be our Petri dishes

Colonial powers will be dropping in the institutions
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Reversal of Fortune: Geography and Institutions in the
Making of the Modern World Income Distribution

Written by Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson in the
Quarterly Journal of Economics (2002)

Argues that countries colonized by Europeans that were
rich are now poor

The basic argument is the following:

Europeans were more likely to introduce institutions
protecting private property in regions that were poor
Europeans were more likely to introduce institutions of
extraction in regions that were rich
These institutions led to different development paths
and the “reversal of fortune”
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Reversal of Fortune: Geography and Institutions in the
Making of the Modern World Income Distribution

If an area was underdeveloped, Europeans had the
incentives to encourage development in order to make
the colony valuable to the Europeans

In these cases, Europeans were likely to introduce
institutions of private property

In AJR’s words:
...a cluster of institutions ensuring secure
property rights for a broad cross section of
society...essential for investment incentives
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Reversal of Fortune: Geography and Institutions in the
Making of the Modern World Income Distribution

If an area was already well developed, Europeans were
more likely to focus on the short term benefits of
extracting as much of the wealth and resources as
possible

In these cases, Europeans were likely to introduce
extractive institutions

In AJR’s words:

...[institutions] which concentrate power in the
hands of a small elite and create a high risk of
expropriation for the majority...[and]
discourage investment and economic
development...
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Modern GDP and Urbanization Rates
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Urbanization Rates Over Time
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Economic Development and Urbanization in 1500
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Economic Development and Population Density in 1500
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The Resource Curse
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The Colonial Origins of Comparative Development

Written by Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson in the
American Economic Review (2001)

Similar to other argument, development depends on the
types of institutions Europeans set up

Type of institutions is determined by whether
Europeans could settle the area

Areas with high mortality rates for Europeans were
more likely to get extractive institutions

Areas with low mortality rates were better for settling
long term and if you want to be there for a while, you
want good institutions
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Economic Development and Colonial Mortality
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Economic Development, Institutions and Settler Mortality

Bottom 2nd 3rd Top

Quartiles of settler mortality

Log GDP per capita in 1995 8.9 8.4 7.7 7.2

Average protection against 

expropriation risk, 1985‐1995
7.9 6.5 6 5.9

Constraint on executive in 1990 5.3 5.1 3.3 2.3

C i i i 900 3 3Constraint on executive in 1900 3.7 3.4 1.1 1

Democracy in 1900 3.9 2.8 0.19 0

European settler mortality rate 20 74 134 545
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Economic Development and Expropriation Risk

Horizontal axis measures protection against expropriation risk, so a
higher number means less expropriation risk
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Economic Development and Colonial Mortality
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Evidence from Europe

Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson offer empirical
evidence for institutions and economic growth in
colonies, but what about institutions in Europe?

Is there an exogenous source of institutional change
within European countries?

Let’s look at some very recent work by Dittmar and
Meisenzahl on Germany in the 1500s
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Evidence from Europe
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Evidence from Europe

Figure 1: Cities With and Without Reformation Laws
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This map shows cities with Reformation Laws (black circles) and without these laws (white squares).

Figure 2: The Share of Cities with Reformation Laws
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This graph shows the share of cities with a Reformation Law. Vertical lines mark the mass circulation of

Luther’s ideas in 1518, the Schmalkaldic War of 1546, and the Peace of Augsburg in 1555.
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Evidence from Europe

Figure 1: Cities With and Without Reformation Laws
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This map shows cities with Reformation Laws (black circles) and without these laws (white squares).

Figure 2: The Share of Cities with Reformation Laws
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This graph shows the share of cities with a Reformation Law. Vertical lines mark the mass circulation of

Luther’s ideas in 1518, the Schmalkaldic War of 1546, and the Peace of Augsburg in 1555.
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Evidence from Europe

Table 1: Summary Statistics on Upper Tail Human Capital

Cities with Law Cities without Law Difference
Upper Tail Human Capital N Mean Sd N Mean Sd HL Statistic

Locally Born Pre-1520 103 1.26 3.55 136 0.24 0.77 0.00xxx
Locally Born Post-1520 103 36.95 89.09 136 10.82 23.58 6.00***
Migrants Pre-1520 103 0.63 1.25 136 0.23 0.90 0.00xxx
Migrants Post-1520 103 17.54 50.45 136 4.46 10.51 2.00xxx
Total Pre-1520 103 1.89 4.36 136 0.47 1.49 0.00
Total Post-1520 103 54.50 138.42 136 15.28 33.04 8.00***

Upper tail human capital is measured by the number of people observed in the Deutsche Biographie. Locally

born are people born in a given city i. Migrants to any given city i are individuals born in some other

location j who died in city i. The last column presents the Hodges-Lehman non-parametric statistic for

the difference (median shift) between cities with laws and cities without laws. We use the Hodges-Lehman

statistic because we are examining non-negative distributions for which the standard deviation is larger than

the mean and as a test statistic that is robust to outliers. Statistical significance at the 99%, 95%, and 90%

levels denoted ***, **, and *, respectively.

Figure 3: The Migration of Upper Tail Human Capital
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This graph plots the number of migrants observed in the Deutsche Biographie at the decade level in cities

with and without laws. Migrants are identified as people living and dying in town i but born in some other

location j. The vertical line is at 1518, the year Luther’s theses began circulating.

and shows significant differences in the period after institutional change.

Our econometric analysis is motivated by Figure 3, which plots the raw data and shows a

sharp jump in migration into cities that adopted institutional change in the 1520s. Figure 3

shows that cities with and without laws were attracting similar numbers of migrants before

14
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Evidence from Europe

Figure 5: City-Level Plague Outbreaks
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This graph shows the timing of major plague outbreaks in selected cities between 1400 and 1550. Source:

Biraben (1975). The vertical lines at 1500 and 1522 delimit the period used in our baseline instrumental

variable analysis to construct the early 1500s plague exposure instrument.

By using variation in plague within a narrow time period as our instrumental variable,

we isolate shocks as opposed to variations in plague that might be correlated with city

characteristics that could directly shape economic development. We show that there was no

aggregate trend or periodicity in plague between 1400 and 1600 (Appendix D). We document

further that there were no non-linear increases in plagues in more connected cities in the IV

period, and that there were no differential plague trends in cities that were more connected

to trade networks (see Appendix D). However, we still control flexibly for long-run differences

and trends in plague prevalence that could reflect city characteristics like openness to trade.

Relevance – Plague shocks in the early 1500s delivered variation in institutional change

because of how they interacted with politics in the critical juncture of the Reformation.

The Reformation introduced political competition. Political competition centered on

radically different institutional agendas for public goods provision. The plague and public

health provision figured prominently in Protestant institutional blueprints, which explicitly

30
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Reconciling Institutions Stories

So we have some quasi-experimental evidence that
institutions matter

This would then back up the North and Thomas story
about the role of institutions in industrialization

But there is a problem, North and Thomas emphasized
people altering institutions when it made economic
sense to do so

If bad institutions led to bad economic outcomes in
Africa, why not change them?

Another issue with this experiment in institutions, why
was Europe able to colonize Africa in the first place?
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Reconciling Institutions Stories

So new questions emerge from our attempts to answer
our big question

Why are some bad institutions persistent even when
there are big economic incentives to change them?

Where did this big differences emerge that led to
Europe being in a position to alter African institutions?

Is there some bigger picture long run process that the
institutional story is just one piece of?

To look at these questions, we’ll consider work on
comparative development by Nathan Nunn and Jared
Diamond

First, the question of persistent bad institutions
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Persistent Bad Institutions

Mobutu Sese Seko, in power 1965 to 1997
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Persistent Bad Institutions

Head of State Country Time Period Funds Embezzled
GDP per capita 

(2001)
Mohamed Suharto Indonesia 1967-1998 $15 to 35 billion $695
Ferdinand Marcos Philippines 1972-1986 $5 to 10 billion $912
Mobutu Sese Seko Zaire 1965-1997 $5 billion $99
Sani Abacha Nigeria 1993-1998 $2 to 5 billion $319
Slobodan Milosevic Serbia/Yugoslavia 1989-2000 $1 billion n/a
Jean-Claude Duvalier Haiti 1971-1986 $300 to 800 million $460
Alberto Fujimori Peru 1990-2000 $600 million $2051
Pavlo Lazarenko Ukraine 1996-1997 $114 to 200 million $766
Arnoldo Aleman Nicaragua 1997-2002 $100 million $490
Joseph Estrada Philippines 1998-2001 $78 to 80 million $912

Most corrupt leaders, Global Corruption Report 2004 (Transparency International)
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Persistent Bad Institutions

Imelda Marcos’ shoe collection, 1986
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Persistent Bad Institutions

A corrupt leader might resist good institutions for
personal gain

Counterargument: potential personal gain is bigger if
GDP is bigger

Counter-counterargument: not if embezzled funds come
out of aid (see our most recent Nobel laureate)

Another counterargument: this level of corruption
creates strong incentives for revolt

This fits in with North and Thomas (and the writers’
strike)

Institutional change is costly but at some point benefits
exceed the costs
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Back to Mobutu

Laurent-Desire Kabila and the Alliance of Democratic Forces for
the Liberation of Congo
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Back to Mobutu

Fall of the Berlin Wall, 1989
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Back to Mobutu

Rwandan refugee camp in East Zaire
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Back to Mobutu

Languages in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
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The Persistence of Bad Institutions

In the case of Mobutu, bad institutions seemed to
persist for a couple of reasons

A big one was the backing of more powerful
governments

A second was the nature of the sources of wealth

When conditions changed, revolt finally happened

However, this revolt didn’t automatically lead to good
institutions and economic prosperity for all

The Democratic Republic of the Congo still had major
issues stemming from ethnic fractionalization,
highlighting the important role of social institutions
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A Slightly Different Take on African Development

This brings us to another economist’s approach to the
issues of institutions and African development

Nathan Nunn and “The Long Term Effects of Africa’s
Slave Trade”

Nunn looks at the effects of slave trading in Africa on
modern economic outcomes of African countries

He explores the argument of whether slave trades and
colonialism are an explanation of African
underdevelopment

This argument has elements of governmental
institutions but also social institutions and helps explain
the persistence of bad institutions
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Quick Overview of the Slave Trade

Slave trade lasted from roughly 1400 to 1900

Colonial rule in Africa lasted between 1885 to 1960

Four different slave trades:

Trans-Atlantic: slaves taken from West Africa,
West-Central Africa and Eastern Africa to European
colonies in the New World
Trans-Saharan: slaves taken from south of the Saharan
desert to Northern Africa
Red Sea: slaves taken from inland Africa and shipped to
Middle East and India
Indian Ocean: slaves taken from Eastern Africa and
shipped to Middle East, India and plantation islands in
the Indian Ocean
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Quick Overview of the Slave Trade
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Quick Overview of the Slave Trade

Over 18 million slaves were exported (12 million were
through trans-Atlantic trade)

Estimated that by 1850, Africa’s population was half of
what it would have been without the slave trade

Slave trade led to social and ethnic fragmentation,
political instability, weakening of states, corruption of
judicial institutions
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Countries Exporting the Most Slaves, 1400-1900
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Countries Exporting the Most Slaves, 1400-1900
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Countries Exporting the Most Slaves, 1400-1900
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Slaves Exports and Modern GDP per Capita
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Economic Growth for Countries with the Lowest and
Highest Slave Exports
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The Long Term Effects of Conquest

Clearly some areas of Africa were far more affected by
slavery than others

Today, those areas that exported the most slaves are
less economically developed

So why is this an institutions story?

Nunn’s answer is that the slave trade had profound
impacts on several features of institutional
development:

Ethnic fractionalization
State development
Levels of distrust
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Slaves Exports and Modern Ethnic Fractionalization
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Slaves Exports and 19th Century State Development
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Slaves Exports and Modern Distrust
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Returning to Europe
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Returning to Europe
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Returning to Europe

Percentage of votes for the NSDAP in the German National
Election of 1928 (Voigtlander and Voth, 2012)
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Institutions as an Explanation

So Nunn’s work gives us insight into why a bad shock
to institutions may have persistence

These social dimensions of the effects of slavery can
make it difficult for good government institutions to
take hold and be effective

These issues were compounded by the political
boundaries drawn by colonial powers

One takeaway from Nunn: dropping in good institutions
may not be sufficient

One question remaining from Nunn and AJR: why were
Europeans able to alter African institutions?

Why wasn’t it Africa colonizing Europe?
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